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I feel that
I belong too.
Lirije, 13 years old
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European Parliament
Brussels

Lirije doesn’t yet know how to read and
write. Without a birth certificate and proof
of her identity or nationality she is not
allowed to go to school. Similar to many
others in the Roma community, the lack of a
nationality has a devastating impact on her
daily life. Stateless Roma cannot be legally
employed, own property, access health
insurance, get married or register the birth
of their children.

These problems within Roma communities
persist in neighbourhood countries of the EU
and (potential) candidate countries, but also
within the EU. To address this problem, the
phenomenon needs to be better understood
and mainstreamed within relevant EU policy
discussions. Different stakeholders must
unite to identify and share good practices
so that these challenges can be addressed.
This event will present new research, and is
intended to raise awareness and to facilitate a
discussion about relevant strategies and next
steps.

Please RSVP to defraite@unhcr.org by
21 November. If you need an access badge to
enter the parliament, please include your full
name, date of birth, nationality, ID number
and type of document (passport/ID card).
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STATELESS
ROMA IN
EUROPE
13:00 – 13:10 WELCOME, OPENING REMARKS – Soraya Post MEP (S&D)
13:10 – 14:00 PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

• “This is our home”: Stateless minorities and their search for
citizenship – Inge Sturkenboom, UNHCR
• ‘Roma Belong – Statelessness, Discrimination and
Marginalisation of Roma in the Western Balkans and
Ukraine’, a joint report by ENS, the Institute on
Statelessness and Inclusion and the European Roma
Rights Center - Chris Nash and Nina Murray, European
Network on Statelessness
• ‘Fundamental rights aspects in Roma integration in the EU:
fighting anti-Gypsyism’ - Soraya Post MEP
PRESENTATIONS BY OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
• Elvis Beriša, NGO Walk with us - Phiren Amenca,
Montenegro
• Marta Garcia Fidalgo, DG NEAR European Commission
• Margaret Tuite, DG JUST European Commission
(Followed by Q & A)
14:00 – 14.25 INTERVENTIONS AND REFLECTIONS
ON THE ROLE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

• Anna Maria Corazza Bildt MEP (EPP),
Co-chair of the Intergroup on Children’s
Rights
• Terry Reintke MEP (Greens)
• Hilde Vautmans MEP (ALDE)
(Followed by Q & A)
14:25 – 14:30 CONCLUDING REMARKS - Soraya Post MEP (S&D)
Refreshments and a light lunch will be provided

Organized by UNHCR and the European Network on Statelessness (ENS)

Co-hosted by Soraya Post MEP, the European Parliament Anti-discrimination and Diversity Group (ARDI)
and the European Parliament Intergroup on Children’s Rights.
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